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to make it user-friendly for beginners. However, advanced users can modify these parameters and tweak the architecture in the code files.
(i) Generation of training dataset -Dataset generation is a crucial step in object detection and tracking. 104 Generating enough data for training takes a lot of time if done manually. In this step, we automate the 105 data-generation. Users run the command line code to extract images for the two categories i.e. animal and 106 background. It allows users to crop regions of interest by simple clicks over a Graphical User Interface and 107 saves the images in appropriate folders. On each run, users can input the category for which the data will be 108 generated and specify the video from which images will be cropped. Outputs from this module are saved in 109 two separate folders one containing images of animals (yes) and the other containing background (no).
110
(ii) Network training -The network training module is used to create the network and train it using the 111 dataset generated in the previous step. Users run a command-line script to perform the training. Once training 112 is complete, the training accuracy is displayed and the trained model (classifier) is saved in the repository. The 113 accuracy of the classifier is dependent on how well the network is trained, which in turn depends on the quality 114 and quantity of training data (see section "How much training data do I need?" in Supplementary Materials).
115
Various tuning parameters of the network, for e.g; number of nodes, size of nodes, convolutional layers etc., are 116 fixed to render the process easy for the user.
117
(iii) Object detection -To perform the detection task, we first need to identify the areas in an image 118 where the object can be found, this is called localization or region proposal. Then we classify these regions 119 into different categories (eg whether an animal or background?), this step is called classification. The object 120 detection module uses the trained CNN model and performs above two key tasks on any given input image:
121
Localisation and classification. The localisation step is performed using an efficient thresholding approach 122 that restricts the number of individual classifications that need to be performed on the image. The first stage 123 grayscale thresholding will output pixels that contain animals along with false positives (i.e. the locations in 124 the background that have a similar color profile to the animals). The classification at each location is then 125 performed using the trained CNN generated in the previous module. The outputs, detected animals, are in the 126 form of .csv files that contains locations of identified animals in each frame.
127
(iv) Track linking -This module assigns unique IDs to the detected individuals and generates their 128 trajectories. We have separated detection and tracking modules so that the package can also be used by Nests of Ropalidia marginata are sites for social interactions between mobile adults as well as between adults and immobile brood [39] . These nests are made of paper, which offers a low contrast to the dark-bodied social insects on the nest surface. Nest comprises of cells in which various stages of brood are housed and thus add 172 to the heterogeneity of the background. Additionally, different nest colonies differ in the age composition of 173 individuals, contributing to the variation in the appearance of wasps across videos. Therefore, this system 174 too presents challenges to classical computer vision methods used to detect animals from the background.
abdomen which corresponds to around 150 pixels in our videos. In Figure 3 , the first column shows the results of running object detection on these video clips and the 203 second column displays the results after implementing track linking on the detections. We observe that the 204 package is able to detect and track nearly all individuals in all types of habitat. However, as expected, there 205 are some errors in animal detection using MOTHe.
206
To quantify these error rates in MOTHe, we prepared ground-truth data by visually counting the number of We demonstrate that MOTHe is relatively easy to use software pipeline that allows users to generate datasets, 225 train a simple neural network and use that to detect multiple objects of interest in the heterogeneous background. localisation and classification, are expected to reduce error rates compared to our approach and do not require 236 colour thresholding. However, these types of neural network require access to high specification GPUs. Using 237 these kinds of specialised object detectors for animal tracking requires sufficient user proficiency to configure.
238
Furthermore, these methods are not typically tailored to the detection of small objects in high-resolution images. proximity (usually, when less than one body length). As a trade-off to its computational efficiency, we did not 245 incorporate issues arising from a shaking camera in the MOTHe application. Nonetheless, it can be used in 246 combination with image stabilizing algorithms to solve camera shake issues or could be resolved by smoothing 247 the trajectories after processing.
248
In our examples, the maximum number of individuals presented to the detection algorithm was 156 and
249
MOTHe was able to detect all 156 individuals. We surmise that it should be able to detect even larger 250 numbers of individuals as long as the distance between individuals is at least one body length. In and demonstrations via Github. We believe that this end-to-end package will encourage more researchers to manned aerial vehicles (uavs) and artificial intelligence revolutionizing wildlife monitoring and conservation.
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